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Community-Based Resistance Strategies among a Group of Trans Women in Lima, Peru during the COVID-19 Pandemic
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the community-based strategies that a group of trans women living in Lima, Peru, employed to resist the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their well-being. Data was collected through participant observation and focus group discussions during the implementation of a social aid campaign targeted to this population and analyzed through reflexive theoretical thematic analysis. Resistance strategies were understood as forms of social capital grounded in relations of support and connectedness. Results underscored the importance of social cohesion to ameliorate increasing levels of precarity, community leaders as key for linking trans women across different networks, and unified efforts of social groups who share values to influence institutional power. The analysis also captured barriers and challenges that could hinder the development and articulation of social capital. Fostering trust relations and community-organization should be fundamental components for advocacy programs that seek to support the trans women community.
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Gender-based systemic and institutionalized discrimination interlocks with a set of social categories (e.g., racialization, migrant status, poverty, disenfranchisement, HIV seropositive status) to configure a particularly vulnerable situation for trans women in Peru (Salazar et al., 2016). Amidst this context, the mandatory social distancing and mobility restrictions implemented by the Peruvian government in response to the COVID-19 pandemic endangered trans women’s capacity to sustain their lives, as most of them rely on sex-work and/or other manners of informal employment as their main source of income (Silva Santisteban et al., 2012). Additionally, there is an absence of institutional support for trans people from government officials (Alvarez et al., 2020), who even implemented a temporary gender-based mobility restriction that stipulated different days for “men” and “women” to circulate in public spaces (Supreme Decree 057, 2020). This measure directly affected the trans population as there is no legal recognition of their gender identities (Alvarez et al.,
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exposing them to potential violence from law enforcement officials, who were in charge of implementing this regulation and have had a historical role as agents of institutionalized transphobia (Oporto, 2018).

Previous literature has reported on the importance of community-level strategies and social connections for mitigating the negative impact of social vulnerabilities among trans women in Peru (Clark et al., 2020; Maiorana et al., 2016; Perez-Brumer et al., 2017). These strategies can be understood through the concept of social capital, which refers to the resources nested in a community’s networks and relations of trusting and cooperation with each other (bonding social capital), their connections with members of different groups who strive for compatible ends (bridging social capital) and with broader institutions across power differentials (linking social capital) (Szreter & Woolcock, 2004).

During the pandemic, social capital was leveraged by the trans women community and LGBT+ organizations through a social media campaign called #DonativoTrans. This initiative aimed to support the basic needs of 150 trans women living in nine casonas—referred as trans-houses (casas trans) during the campaign—in Lima Centro by collecting donations such as food, money, or essentials that could be delivered to them, as well as coordinating with the lideresas (trans women who were leaders of each house) to offer support and advice on their proposed measures. To achieve this aim, the campaign capitalized not only on an existing network of trans women and community leaders, but also on collaborative relationships with other organizations (e.g., LGBT+ owned businesses, public entities, and media outlets) that were established to ensure its sustainability. Nevertheless, consistent efforts were made to position the trans women’s experiences, needs, and decisions as priorities, thus the role of these organizations was to help provide the conditions for them to resist adversity under their own terms.

This study uses social capital as a theoretical framework to understand the community-based strategies these women employed to support each other and resist the negative impact the pandemic has had on their wellbeing. Using a qualitative methodology, it aimed to examine how forms of social support, community leadership, and inter-group relationships can be mobilized as a means of resistance to social vulnerabilities and failing infrastructural conditions.

**Methodology**

A critical and reflexive framework informed by feminist standpoint theory (Haraway, 1988) and transgender studies (Namaste, 2000, 2009) underpinned the methodology. Authors employed researcher reflexivity (Speed, 2008) to acknowledge how their positionality as non-trans identified individuals, their middle-class backgrounds, and roles as academics/activists configured a power
imbalance in relation to the study subjects. Additionally, they reflected on the importance of presenting trans women as active subjects and for their “experiences, perceptions, and needs . . . [to] occupy a central component of the research” (Namaste, 2000, p. 48).

The ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology of the University of Lima approved this study. Additionally, to assure a participatory research paradigm, informed consent was given by the lideresas and an informal meeting was held with ten of them to discuss the study’s relevance to their community. Data were collected through participant observation and focus group discussions by the second author, who was one of the coordinators of the #DonativoTrans campaign and had daily communication with eleven lideresas and visited trans-houses once a week during the 108 days that the campaign lasted. For this study, a total of ten observations/visits (seven during and three after the campaign ended) were made to five different houses. The dual role of researcher and activist reduced the intrusiveness of observation and created opportunities to hear trans women’s stories through informal conversations. A total of seven lideresas and four trans women who also lived in the houses participated in these informal interviews (n = 11). A narrative recount of observations was used to elaborate an interview guide aimed at exploring trans women’s community organization during the pandemic. From this pool of eleven participants, six trans women (four lideresas and two trans women from the community) took part of two focus groups (each with a 30-minute duration) conducted by the second author in Spanish.

Observational data and focus group transcripts were analyzed together by the lead author using reflexive theoretical thematic analysis to generate and report recurring themes within the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2019). Theoretical thematic analysis involves coding for a specific research question that is driven in part by theory and, therefore, is more deductive than a fully inductive approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Following Braun and Clarke’s method, transcripts of the focus groups and informal interviews were read by both authors to gain familiarity with the data and discuss researcher’s positionality. Then, the first author generated codes and collated them with data excerpts, using the observational data to better contextualize the interviews. Codes were clustered within themes considerably informed by social capital theory. During the analysis phase, contact was kept with the lideresas through visits to trans-houses and telephone conversations to clarify information and gather additional data, underscoring the iterative quality of the analysis. Both authors discussed and revised the final set of themes and an analytic narrative was constructed.

**Results**

The analytic process generated an overarching theme that understood the resistance strategies employed by trans women as grounded in networks
of support, cohesion, community leadership, and overall exercise of collective agency. This is further developed across the following three main themes (Table 1).

**Community organization and solidarity**

This theme captured how trans women leveraged community relationships and social cohesion to resist increasing precarity, as well as addressing potential barriers to community organizing. For instance, to cope with the shortage of resources, trans women engaged in organizing strategies based on solidarity: equal distribution of tangible aid (Quote 1) and the organization of *ollas comunes* (communal pots): meals prepared by combining the houses’ produce. Additionally, stay-at-home measures significantly altered social dynamics that
led to trans women sharing more time and activities with one another, which helped them deal with feelings of boredom and strengthened social connections (Quotes 2 & 3).

Social cohesion was also leveraged by trans women to resist institutionalized violence through community organization and knowledge sharing. Government measures exacerbated existing intersectional discrimination toward trans individuals, which made occupying public spaces potentially more dangerous (Quote 4). To cope with this reality, trans women reported going in pairs or groups to the market as a buffer against possible discrimination (Quote 5). Additionally, trans women employed groups in messaging apps to disseminate a social media initiative that called for trans people to record discrimination acts and share the videos on social media. It is relevant to highlight that, when asked, the lideresas could not point out who started this initiative, but inferred that multiple members of the community started sharing it, which underscores the importance of knowledge sharing networks. The initiative led to video recordings showing discriminatory acts to reach mainstream media outlets, which ignited political debates about trans-rights and a revision of the police department policies regarding trans individuals (“PNP rechaza discriminación: sancionarán a los agentes que intervinieron a mujeres trans,” 2020). Trans women were also able to promote civic literacy to help their community face police discrimination, while concurrently creating visibility about the necessity of a gender-identity protection law (Quotes 6 & 7).

Potential barriers to community organizing were identified. For instance, cultural differences regarding food choices challenged the organization of communal pots, thus some trans women started to prepare meals individually or by groups formed based on Peru’s main geographic regions (Coastal, Andean, and Amazonian regions) (Quote 8). Additionally, as mobility restrictions were reduced and the campaign ended, social interactions diminished in some houses because trans women started to work again and regained an income. Thus, they began spending less time at their houses or withdrawing from the community-organized meals (Quote 9).

**Legitimizing leadership**

This theme recounted how leadership roles were legitimized given the needs to deploy organizational efforts during the campaign and how this impacted and sometimes challenged trans women’s social networks. Within this community, a recognizable leadership figure had been that of the trans-madre (trans-mother)—(usually) older trans women who share cross-generational knowledge with younger and/or new members of the community (Quote 10) and are often imbued with a psychological characteristic of care and affection (Quote 11). Other trans women, while not identified as madres, were recognized as leaders in their houses for being responsible (Quote 12) or having previous
experience with community organization. They were called *amigas* (friends) or *encargadas* (the ones in charge). The campaign sought to leverage these existing forms of leadership, and these trans women who were already perceived as responsible and dependable by their housemates—i.e., those considered *madres, amigas, and encargadas*—were chosen to be *lideresas* (Quotes 13 & 14). As a result, five *madres*, two *amigas*, and four *encargadas* became the eleven *lideresas*.

*Lideresas* were responsible for implementing and managing the campaign activities at each house (e.g., communal pots, distributing and delivering groceries, managing the house budget). This produced a change within the trans women’s social organization. *Madres, amigas, and encargadas*, while still identified as leadership figures, had a more horizontal relationship with their trans-daughters or housemates, grounded in respect and affection. However, because *lideresas* became institutionally legitimized as leaders and had managing and decision-making capacities, a more noticeable power differential was created between them and the other trans women.

These responsibilities related to the management of tangible aid also challenged the community’s norms of trust, as *lideresas* had to guarantee transparency when distributing the donations and buying produce. They employed different strategies to involve the community in this process, such as reporting the houses’ income and expenses (Quotes 15 & 16); nevertheless, there was a sense of apprehension and a vigilant attitude among some of the trans women regarding the *lideresas* actions (Quote 17). The legitimization of this role did not only lead to new responsibilities, but because *lideresas* were representing their respective communities, they became subject to accountability and public scrutiny.

**Bridging relationships in the LGBT+ community and beyond**

This theme revealed how trans women leveraged social relationships with other groups across distinct levels of power to resist precarity. An important linkage of “bridging” relationships—inter-group relations of respect, trust, and mutuality (Szreter & Woolcock, 2004)—was formed between *lideresas*, the campaign organizers, and other members of the LGBT+ community to assure the campaign’s sustainability. First, *lideresas*, while part of the trans women’s social network, became the links between the organizers and the community, transmitting their needs and implementing the proposed measures. Second, the organizers helped bridge trans women with more privileged sections of the middle class LGBT+ community, which led to LGBT+ owned businesses organizing fund-raising events and giving part of their proceeds to the campaign. Additionally, social media influencers associated with the LGBT+ community disseminated the campaign’s information through their networks.
The collaborative relationship between trans women and the campaign organizers also helped link the former with media outlets that contributed to making their struggles more visible (Quote 18). Because Peruvian media has historically perpetuated harmful stereotypes of trans individuals (Cosme, Jaime, Merino, & Rosales, 2007) (Quote, p. 19), lideresas and the organizers worked together to ensure that articles and television segments about the campaign positively portrayed the trans women community (Quote 20). This contributed to widening the campaign’s scope, sustaining donations, and setting a precedent for positive representations of LGBT+ people on Peruvian mainstream media.

**Discussion**

This study underscores the importance of community-based resistance strategies among trans women for reducing the impact of social vulnerabilities and failing infrastructural conditions generated and/or exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Understood through the construct of social capital, data highlighted the importance of social cohesion to ameliorate increasing levels of precarity (bonding social capital), community leaders as key links for connecting different networks (bridging social capital), and unified efforts of groups with common values (trans women and LGBT+ organizations) to influence formal institutions (linking social capital). Although presented separately, these forms of social capital were considerably intertwined. On the one hand, lideresas, beyond bridging social capital, emerged as a form of bonding capital, as they articulated organizational efforts within the community, as well as challenged social cohesion and trust norms. On the other hand, bonding capital (i.e., social cohesion to resist institutionalized violence) contributed to influencing institutions across power differentials (i.e., police department policies regarding trans people and media representations of trans individuals). Overall, results paralleled existing findings from trans women communities in Peru (Clark et al., 2020; Maiorana et al., 2016; Perez-Brumer et al., 2017) and globally (e.g., Hwahng et al., 2019; Kaplan, El Khoury, Wehbe, Lize, & Mokhbat, 2020; Stanton, Ali, & Chaudhuri, 2017).

Barriers to community organizing efforts were identified, such as difficulties negotiating cultural differences among individuals from different geographic regions, which has been reported as a limitation toward achieving a unified community among trans women (Clark et al., 2020), and declining levels of social interactions within trans-houses. Additionally, the legitimization of a leadership role that created noticeable power differential between trans women, while key for overcoming the difficulties associated with the pandemic, also challenged community trust norms. This constitutes a constraint for mobilizing toward more articulated political goals and reflects a broader systemic issue with democracy and authority in Peruvian
society. Declining trust relations toward leadership figures are a feature of unequal and hierarchical societies (Szreter & Woolcock, 2004), such as Peru, which is characterized by growing levels of within-regions economic inequality (Castillo, 2020) and a fragile democratic system (Levitsky & Ziblatt, 2018). This has particularly negative consequences for those most affected by social marginalization, as it hinders their ability to form community networks and establish relationships with other groups higher up the social status hierarchy (Szreter & Woolcock, 2004).

Findings from this study are limited by its reliance on mostly observational data of group dynamics and two focus groups with a small number of participants, thus it was not possible to capture nuances and deeper meanings relating to the way trans women understood and resisted the pandemic. Additionally, it focused on the experiences of a particular community of trans women marked by intersecting social and economic marginalization and living in a specific urban setting, which likely differs from the experiences of trans women from higher socioeconomic backgrounds and/or different regions. However, given critiques of transgender scholarly work that conceptualizes the diversity of trans lives into a monolithic community (Namaste, 2000), there is a need for further studies with larger and more diverse samples to elucidate the impact of the ongoing pandemic on Peruvian transgender communities.

Given these findings and the previous literature (e.g., Perez-Brumer et al., 2017), organizations and advocacy programs that seek to support trans women should leverage on the existing resources embedded in the community’s networks and foster modes of self-organization, trust relationships, and community-based leadership.

**Notes**

1. “Trans” is employed as an umbrella term for persons whose gender identity, expression or behavior differs from what is culturally associated with the sex they were assigned at birth (American Psychological Association, 2014). Trans women (mujeres trans) was the category used by this group to identify themselves as a collective composed of female-identified and female-presenting individuals.

2. Large colonial houses, most in dilapidated conditions, which have been modified to accommodate various people in small rooms.
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